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ABSTRACT 

Various broadband multi-resonator gap-coupled 

configurations of equilateral triangular microstrip antenna and 

its compact variation, half equilateral triangular microstrip 

antenna, are proposed. The broadband proximity fed 

equilateral triangular microstrip antenna yields bandwidth of 

more than 650 MHz (~44%), whereas equivalent proximity 

fed gap-coupled half equilateral triangular microstrip antennas 

yields bandwidth of more 700 MHz (~47%). The bandwidth 

of proximity fed equilateral triangular and half equilateral 

triangular microstrip antennas is further increased by using 

gap-coupled configurations with equal and unequal 

dimensions compact half equilateral microstrip antennas. 

These gap-coupled configurations yields bandwidth of more 

than 800 MHz (>50%) with broadside radiation pattern and 

peak gain of nearly 8 dBi.                       
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The simplest method to realize broadband microstrip antenna 

(MSA) is fabricating the patch on air substrate of thickness 

more than 0.10, in conjunction with the proximity feeding 

technique [1 – 5]. The use of lower dielectric constant 

substrate reduces the quality factor of the cavity below the 

patch that realizes increased bandwidth (BW), whereas 

proximity feeding technique realizes impedance matching 

using thicker substrates. The broadband MSA is also realized 

by using multi-resonator gap-coupled and stacked 

configurations [1, 6 – 9]. Although multi-resonator 

configuration increases antenna size but it increases antenna 

gain and BW. Without increasing the patch size, broadband 

MSA is realized by cutting the slot at an appropriate position 

inside the patch [10 – 16]. The slot cut MSA is relatively 

complex in design as compared to multi-resonator 

configurations. At the dominant mode of operation, compact 

MSA is realized either by placing the shorting post along the 

zero field line of the patch or by cutting the slot inside the 

patch or by using the symmetry of the patch with respect to 

the feed point axis and using only half of the configuration 

[1]. The compact variations of equilateral triangular MSA 

(ETMSA) are realized by placing the shorting posts along the 

zero field line at its fundamental TM10 mode or by using 

symmetry of ETMSA across feed point axis thereby realizing 

compact half ETMSA (HETMSA) [1]. To increase the BW of 

ETMSA and compact ETMSAs, their gap-coupled 

configurations with parasitic patches are reported [1]. The 

gap-coupled configurations of ETMSAs increase total antenna 

size whereas gap-coupled compact variations of ETMSAs 

have lower gain. 

          

In this paper, various gap-coupled configurations of ETMSAs 

and compact HETMSAs are proposed. In the gap-coupled 

configurations compact HETMSAs of equal and unequal 

dimensions were gap-coupled to ETMSA and HETMSA 

along their side lengths, thereby maintaining the same overall 

antenna size. First the proximity fed ETMSA is proposed. It 

gives BW of more than 650 MHz (~44%) with broadside 

radiation pattern and peak gain of nearly 7 dBi. Further 

proximity fed ETMSA is divided into two equal dimension 

HETMSAs, and their gap-coupled configuration yields BW of 

more than 700 MHz (~47%) with similar gain and radiation 

pattern characteristics. Further increase in the BW of gap-

coupled HETMSAs is obtained by using two unequal 

dimensions of HETMSAs, which realizes BW of more than 

800 MHz (>50%). The proximity fed ETMSA gap-coupled 

with either equal or unequal dimensions HETMSAs, are 

proposed. With equal dimension HETMSAs it yields BW of 

780 MHz (~51%) whereas unequal dimension patches yields 

BW of 845 MHz (~54%). Both these configurations shows 

broadside radiation pattern with peak gain of 8.0 dBi. 

Similarly gap-coupled configurations of proximity fed 

HETMSAs with equal and unequal dimension HETMSAs are 

proposed. These configurations yields BW of more than 800 

MHz (>50%) with broadside radiation pattern and a peak gain 

of 8 dBi. The above gap-coupled configurations were 

proposed in 1500 MHz frequency band. To realize broader 

BW they were optimized on air substrate of thickness 3.0 cm 

(0.150). The proximity feeding technique is used to feed the 

MSAs, since it is a simpler method to be implemented in 

thicker substrates. The ETMSAs and HETMSAs were first 

optimized using IE3D software using infinite as well as finite 

ground planes [17]. For measurements, the MSAs were 

fabricated using copper strip having finite thickness and were 

supported in air using foam spacer supports. The foam spacers 

were also used to maintain the required air gap between fed 

and parasitic patches. The MSA were fed using N-type 

connector of 0.32 cm inner wire diameter and measurements 

were carried out using R & S vector network analyzer using 

finite square ground plane of side length 80 cm. In all the 

configurations, a good agreement is obtained between the 

simulated and measured results.                      

2. PROXIMITY FED ETMSA AND 

HETMSAs  
The proximity fed ETMSA is shown in Fig. 1(a, b). For the 

given substrate thickness, the side length ‘S’ is calculated 

such that it operates in its TM10 mode at frequency of around 

1500 MHz [1]. The ‘S’ was found to be 10 cm. The coupling 

rectangular strip is placed below the patch at substrate 
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thickness of 2.8 cm (0.140). The ETMSA is simulated using 

IE3D software and its resonance curve plot is shown in Fig. 

1(d). The plot shows peak due to fundamental TM10 and 

higher order TM11 modes. At TM10 mode, by optimizing the 

strip dimensions and its position below the patch, a broadband 

response as shown in Fig. 1(e) is obtained.  

          

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Proximity fed (a, b) ETMSA, (c) HETMSA, (d) 

resonance curve plot for proximity fed ETMSA and its (e) 

input impedance and VSWR plots, (____) simulated, (__ __) 

measured 

  

The simulated BW is 674 MHz (44%) whereas the measured 

BW is 682 MHz (44.2%). The antenna shows broadside 

radiation pattern over the complete BW with peak gain of 

nearly 7.1 dBi as shown in Fig. 2(a). Further using the 

symmetry of TM10 mode field distribution of ETMSA across 

the feed point axis, a HETMSA has been realized and gap-

coupled configuration of equal dimension (S = S1) proximity 

fed HETMSAs is shown in Fig. 1(c). By optimizing the air 

gap between two patches a broader BW is realized as shown 

in Fig. 2(b). For air gap of 0.4 cm between the two patches, 

the simulated BW is 729 MHz (47.2%) whereas the measured 

BW is 738 MHz (47.6%). The gap-coupled HETMSA shows 

nearly the same gain and radiation pattern characteristics as 

that given by proximity fed ETMSA as shown in Fig. 2(a). 

The fabricated prototype of the two configurations is shown in 

Fig. 2(c, d).     

       

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 (a) Gain variation over BW for ETMSA and 

HETMSA, (b) input impedance and VSWR plots, (____) 

simulated, (__ __) measured, for proximity fed gap-coupled 

HETMSAs and fabricated prototype for (c) ETMSA and 

(d) gap-coupled HETMSAs 

 

Further increase in the BW for gap-coupled configuration is 

realized for different values of S1. With decrease in S1, the 

TM10 mode resonance frequency of relevant HETMSA 

reduces. For larger difference between two resonance 

frequencies, the shift in the radiation pattern away from the 

broadside direction is noticed. Thus optimum BW is realized 

when the shift in the radiation pattern away from broadside 

direction is not more than 3 dBi [1]. This is obtained for S1 = 

8.6 cm and its input impedance and VSWR plots are shown in 

Fig. 3(a). The simulated BW is 823 MHz (50.8%), whereas 

the measured BW is 836 MHz (51.1%). The fabricated 

prototype of the configuration is shown in Fig. 3(b). The 

radiation pattern at two frequencies over BW and gain 

variation over the same are shown in Fig. 3(c, d) and 4, 

respectively. The pattern is in the broadside direction with 

peak gain of nearly 7.6 dBi. The E and H-planes are aligned 

along  = 00 and 900, respectively. Since the larger ground 

plane is used, back lobe radiation is smaller, and hence it is 

not shown in the radiation pattern plot. To further improve 

upon the BW and gain of above proximity fed ETMSAs, their 

gap-coupled configurations with compact HETMSAs are 

proposed as discussed in the following section. 
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Fig. 3 (a) Input impedance and VSWR plots, (____) 

simulated, (__ __) measured, (b) fabricated prototype and 

(c, d) radiation pattern over BW for proximity fed gap-

coupled unequal dimension HETMSAs 

 
 

Fig. 4 Gain variation over BW for proximity fed gap-

coupled unequal dimension HETMSAs 

 

3. PROXIMITY FED GAP-COUPLED 

ETMSAs AND HETMSAs 
The gap-coupled configuration of ETMSA with two equal 

dimension HETMSAs is shown in Fig. 5(a). Two compact 

HETMSAs having side length ‘S1’, smaller than that of fed 

ETMSA, are gap-coupled. By optimizing the air gap between 

two patches, a broader BW as shown in Fig. 5(b) is obtained. 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 (a) Proximity fed ETMSA gap-coupled to 

HETMSAs and its (b) input impedance and VSWR plots, 

(____) simulated, (__ __) measured 

 

The optimized response is obtained for h = 3.0 cm, h1 = 2.8 

cm, S = 10 cm and S1 = 8.6 cm. The simulated BW is 780 

MHz (52.5%) whereas the measured BW is 794 MHz 

(53.2%). The radiation pattern at center frequency and gain 

variation over BW are shown in Fig. 6(a, b). The radiation 

pattern at center frequency and over the BW is in the 

broadside direction. The antenna gain is more than 7 dBi over 

most of the BW with peak gain of nearly 8.0 dBi. The 

fabricated prototype of the above configuration is shown in 

Fig. 6(c). Further the above gap-coupled configuration is 

optimized for different values of S1, i.e. parasitic HETMSA 
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dimensions. The optimized response for parasitic HETMSAs 

of side length 8.6 and 7.2 cm, respectively is shown in Fig. 

6(d).  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 (a) Radiation pattern at center frequency, (b) gain 

variation over BW and (c) fabricated prototype of 

proximity fed ETMSA gap-coupled to HETMSAs, (d) 

input impedance and VSWR plots for proximity fed 

ETMSA gap-coupled to unequal dimension HETMSAs, 

(____) simulated, (__ __) measured 

The simulated BW is 845 MHz (53.6%) whereas the 

measured BW is 862 MHz (54%). The radiation pattern for 

this configuration is in the broadside direction with higher 

cross polar levels towards higher frequencies of BW. The 

higher cross polar levels reduces antenna gain at those 

frequencies as shown in Fig. 6(b). The fabricated prototype of 

this configuration is shown in Fig. 7(a). Further gap-coupled 

configurations of gap-coupled HETMSAs are proposed. An 

equal dimension gap-coupled HETMSAs configuration is 

shown in Fig. 7(b). In this configuration, dimensions of 

proximity fed HETMSAs (i.e. in the center) are equal and that 

of the parasitic HETMSAs are equal and they are different 

than the dimensions of proximity fed HETMSAs. By 

optimizing the dimensions of patches and air gap between 

them, a broadband response as shown in Fig. 7(c) is obtained. 

The simulated BW is 785 MHz (51.6%) whereas the 

measured BW is 804 MHz (52.5%). The fabricated prototype 

of the configuration, radiation pattern at center frequency and 

gain variation over BW are shown in Fig. 8(a – c).  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 (a) Fabricated prototype of proximity fed ETMSA 

gap-coupled to unequal dimension HETMSAs, (b) 

proximity fed gap-coupled HETMSAs and its (c) input 

impedance and VSWR plots, (____) simulated, (__ __) 

measured 
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Fig. 8 (a) Fabricated prototype, (b) radiation pattern at 

center frequency for of proximity fed equal dimension 

HETMSAs and (c) gain variation over BW for 

configuration shown in (____) Fig. 7(b), (__ __) Fig. 9(a), (___ _ 

___) Fig. 10(b) 
 

The radiation pattern at center frequency and over the BW is 

in the broadside direction with a peak gain of nearly 8 dBi. To 

further increase the BW, parasitic HETMSAs with unequal 

dimensions are gap-coupled, as shown in Fig. 9(a). Using 

unequal HETMSA dimensions, different resonance 

frequencies are realized and realized BW depends upon the 

inter-spacing between various resonance frequencies. In this 

case the simulated BW is 788 MHz (51.8%) whereas the 

measured BW is 802 MHz (52.3%) as shown in Fig. 9(b). The 

fabricated prototype of the configuration and radiation pattern 

at center frequency is shown in Fig. 9(c) and 10(a), 

respectively. The gain variation over BW is shown in Fig. 

8(c). This configuration shows similar gain and radiation 

pattern characteristics as shown by proximity fed gap-coupled 

HETMSAs with equal patch dimensions. The gap-coupled 

configuration with unequal proximity fed HETMSAs 

dimension gap-coupled to equal dimension HETMSAs is also 

studied as shown in Fig. 10(b).     

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9 (a) Proximity fed HETMSAs gap-coupled to 

unequal dimension HETMSAs, its (b) input impedance 

and VSWR plots, (____) simulated, (__ __) measured and its 

(c) fabricated prototype 
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The optimized input impedance and VSWR plots, fabricated 

prototype, radiation pattern at center frequency and gain 

variation over BW are shown in Fig. 11(a – c) and 8(c), 

respectively. The simulated BW is 810 MHz (52.4%) whereas 

the measured BW is 824 MHz (53.2%). The radiation pattern 

over the BW is in broadside direction with peak gain of nearly 

8 dBi. Due to unequal proximity fed HETMSA dimensions, 

this configuration shows reduced gain towards lower 

frequencies of BW. The results for all the configurations are 

summarized in Table 1. In terms of BW, radiation pattern and 

gain, gap-coupled configuration of proximity fed ETMSA 

with equal as well as unequal dimension HETMSAs gives 

optimum results.  

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10 (a) Radiation pattern at center frequency for 

proximity fed unequal dimension HETMSAs, and (b) 

proximity fed unequal dimension HETMSAs gap-coupled 

to equal dimension HETMSAs 

 

Table 1 Comparison between various proximity fed gap-

coupled ETMSAs and HETMSAs 

 

Configuration 

shown in 

Simulated 

BW, 

(MHz, %) 

Simulated 

BW, 

(MHz, %) 

Peak Gain 

(dBi) 

 

1(a) 674, 44 682, 44.2 7.1 

1(c) 729, 47.2 738, 47.6 7.1 

1(c), different 

S1 

823, 50.8 836, 51.1 7.4 

5 (a) 780, 52.5 794, 53.2 8.0 

5 (a), 

different S1 

845, 53.6 862, 54 7.8 

7(a) 785, 51.6 804, 52.5 7.8 

9(a) 788, 51.8 802, 52.3 7.7 

10(b) 810, 52.4 824, 53.2 7.8 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 11 (a) Input impedance and VSWR plots, (____) 

simulated, (__ __) measured, (b) fabricated prototype  and 

(c) radiation pattern at center frequency for proximity fed 

unequal dimension HETMSAs gap-coupled to equal 

dimension HETMSAs 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Various broadband gap-coupled proximity fed configurations 

of ETMSA and its compact variation HETMSA, are proposed. 

The gap-coupled parasitic HETMSAs are coupled along the 

side edges of ETMSA, thereby not increasing overall patch 

size. The proximity fed ETMSA yields BW of more than 650 

MHz (>40%) whereas proximity fed gap-coupled equal and 

unequal dimension ETMSAs yields BW of nearly 800 and 

850 MHz (>50%), respectively. The increase in gain and BW 

of proximity fed ETMSA and HETMSAs is realized by gap-

coupling them with parasitic HETMSAs of equal and unequal 
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dimensions. These gap-coupled configurations yields BW in 

the range of 800 MHz (>50%) with broadside radiation 

pattern and peak gain of nearly 8 dBi. Out of all these gap-

coupled MSAs, proximity fed ETMSA gap-coupled with 

equal and unequal dimension HETMSAs yields optimum 

results in terms of BW, gain and radiation pattern. 
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